rocky

Should you have any issues with your F-Machine, Rocky or require spare parts,
please contact your nearest F-Machine retailer or email us directly at sales@f-machine.com

Congratulations on your purchase of Rocky.
Rocky is a revolutionary NEW male masturbator
attachment, designed for the f-machine range
with some very special attributes.

In order to see how Rocky goes together, take a look at the following
exploded diagram.
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Note: will also fit some other machines utilising 10- 12.7mm (1/2
inch) thrust rods).
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Rocky can masturbate your penis in the comfort of your
arm-chair whilst at home watching tv or even lying down on the
floor or on a bed. However, if you are feeling particularly
adventurous, Rocky has been designed to retain the capability
for anal play + masturbation simultaneously (yes you did just
read the right…).
So, just to recap for those at the back, you can have your
willy-wanged on it’s own, or if you are feeling brave/
experimental, you can have you willy-wanged AND have your
bum fun’dled at the same time… simple as that really.
I know you want to get on & get Rockying, however we need you
to take your time and get Rocky set-up properly… rushing with
machines can be dangerous, so take your time and get things
right before you switch on.
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Rocky consists of the following main components:
1

CNC main body

2

Masturbator carrier (adjustable, slides back & forth)

3

Velcro straps (hold masturbator to carrier)

4

Masturbator (either ass or pussy supplied as requested)

5

Adjustment mechanism (upper thumbscrews)

6

Lower thumbscrew (to attach Rocky to f-rod on f-machine)

7

Safety bar
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Setting up:
First ensure that Rocky is assembled correctly as per the
exploded diagram.
Mount Rocky to your f-machine f-rod by sliding the f-rod
through the small hole at the base of the CNC main body (you
will need to remove the vaculoc barb 1st).

Now mount the masturbator to the carrier
using the Velcro straps. (If you are using an
anal toy, it’s also time to mount this using
the vaculoc ‘barb’ so replace the barb if you
have not already done so).

Once aligned in approximately the correct position, tighten the
lower thumbscrew to lock Rocky on to the f-rod. Note: the CNC
main body should be perpendicular to the ground or the surface
the f-machine is resting on.
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Now the tricky bit, you need to position yourself under the
carrier and adjust the carrier height position (various height
holes within CNC main body) and also adjust the carrier position
in relation to the CNC main body by sliding it backwards or
forwards as required until you have everything in the desired
location (you need to loosen the 2 thumbwheels to allow the
carrier to slide back and forth then lock into position). You will
be able to make other adjustments on the fly easily enough to
perfect all the angles.

It’s going to take a bit of fiddling and faffing to get Rocky
set-up for the 1st time, but once you are happy with the
alignment you wont really have to change it again…
Once you are happy everything is lined up roughly where you
want it, turn the machine on but at a very slow speed setting to
make sure none of the components are fowling against each
other & the machine is free to fully spin over without
restriction.

All clear and ready for lift-off?
now lube up your toys & fire up your f-machine, be prepared to
have you mind BLOWN OUT!

WARNING we have seen grown men reduced to
gibbering, pathetic, speechless wrecks after just 1 hour with
Rocky... you have been warned, use with extreme caution.
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